
Demonization of a Christian may vary in degree and duration. Even Jesus was influenced by the devil and 

his followers (evil spirits and demonized persons included) in his temptation, persecution and 

crucifixion.   

Possible Stages And Intensity 0f The Activities Of The Enemy  

1. Oppression    2. Obsession    3.  Inhabitation    4.  Possession  

1-3  In Christians or non-Christians          4  In non-Christians   

 1 – 2 External  

1.  Oppression is the state/process of being tempted spiritually with a sense of being weighed down 

physically and psychologically,” as in the case of a Christian being disturbed or harassed by the devil. 

Possible symptoms are: heaviness or obstruction in body and/or mind; depression; discouragement; 

dullness; etc.   

2. Obsession is “a persistent disturbing preoccupation with an often unreasonable and unnatural idea or 

feeling,” as a result of the devil’s (or evil spirits’) intrusion into the life of a Christian, impelling him to (or 

preoccupying him with) certain ideas, emotions or actions from without. After his repeated oppression 

by an evil spirit, King Saul was obsessed by the thought of killing David because he was filled with 

jealousy and consumed by his hatred of David; though he had previously been anointed by the Spirit and 

prophesied (1 Sam. 10:1, 9-13).  

3 – 4  Internal 

3. Inhabitation is the process of being temporarily occupied, leading to being inhabited or indwelled by 

the devil or evil spirits (Luke 13:11-16; 1 Cor. 5:5).   

4. Possession is “the act or state of being dominated or possessed by an extra-ordinary force (e.g. 

passion. impulse, idea) or extraneous personality (the devil or evil spirits).” Demonic possession by evil 

spirits occurs among non-Christians who have not been born again and are subject to the complete 

control of Satan in the kingdom of darkness.  

Demonic inhabitation of a Christian is like the illegal occupation of new settlers in urban centers.  Satan 

has no rightful occupation in the heart of a Christian whose life belongs to God after regeneration. 

However, a Christian's willful disobedience against God and personal persistent sins in his life can give 

ground for the devil or evil spirits to act as "squatters" in his life for a period of time.  For example, Judas 

who repeatedly stole money (John 12:6) had first allowed Satan to enter his heart. This eventually led to 

his betrayal of Jesus and suicide (John 13:2, 27). Another example is found In Acts 5:2 of Ananias and 

Saphira. Similar cases were seen recently in ministers and evangelists who, being first obsessed with 

sexual immorality and sinful practices for a long period, were later driven to moral corruption and 

spiritual defeat.   
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